Maximize Your Investment by Minimizing Time-to-Value

Going digital is vital for today’s Life Sciences organizations. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is at the heart of an organization's system landscape. S/4HANA Enterprise Management delivers a state-of-the-art digital core for this digital transformation. Infosys CaPSule, the solution suite on S/4HANA for life Sciences, enables pharmaceutical manufacturers and medical device players to rapidly design a robust green-field template.

Infosys CaPSule also facilitates transformation from ECC to S/4HANA leveraging a brown-field approach for rapid adoption. Infosys CaPSule – with its ready-to-use solution components, industry specific solutions, country specific solutions, and comprehensive document repository – delivers the transformation at an optimum cost while ensuring improved compliance with validation and GMP guidelines.

Key Elements of Infosys CaPSule are based on SAP Best Practices and Rich Infosys Domain Experience

Infosys CaPSule Delivers Unique Life Sciences Domain Processes, S/4HANA Innovations, and Industry Specific Essential Add-ons
Infosys CaPSule Business Benefits

- Deploy S/4HANA digital core 20~30% faster with improved compliance leveraging SAP & Infosys best practices based business processes at 30~40% reduced effort with Infosys CaPSule.
- Help IT organizations of large SAP customers develop proof-of-concepts (PoCs) and build business cases to get buy-in for transformation initiatives with Infosys Safe Passage Assessment.
- Enhanced and faster scoping.
- Rapid prototyping with pre-configured scenario based end-to-end process demos resulting in accelerated blueprinting and reduced duration of a robust global template design.
- Higher quality end product with SAP best practices and Infosys knowledge base of Life Sciences domain expertise in building business scenarios.
- Availability of key scenarios with option to choose the “best-of-the-breed” for adoption.
- Reduced training and support costs with simple and role-based screens of SAP FIORI expediting user adoption and minimizing errors.
- Rapid country-specific localization and deployment.

Client Success Stories

Case 1:
A global leader in medical devices with multiple BU's leveraging a single global instance of highly customized SAP ECC needed a digital core to support future growth. Through this project, Infosys:

- Delivered Safe Passage Assessment enabled by Infosys CaPSule, Panaya and ISCON jointly with SAP Value Assessment for building a comprehensive business case.
- Delivered multiple options with roadmap for delivering business case with S4H digital core as end state.

Case 2:
A subsidiary of one of the largest generics drugs manufacturers and suppliers of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and intermediates from China, wanted to set up manufacturing in the USA, with S/4HANA as digital core for its global business. This project enabled:

- End-to-end S/4HANA Enterprise Management implementation with comprehensive SAP functionality.
- Green-field implementation leveraging Infosys CaPSule (Pre-Configured Solution on S4H 1610).
- Preparation to go-live in 6 months with Infosys CaPSule and activate.

Case 3:
One of the top 5 largest generics drugs manufacturers in the world underwent a business transformation from legacy ERP (BAAN) to S/4HANA to establish a digital core for future growth. This project is a work-in-progress, and involves:

- End-to-end S/4HANA Enterprise Management implementation and SAP BW on S/4HANA with a focus on supply chain and procurement operations. Process definitions will form a core template.
- IDEA-Activate methodology to address requirements of a comprehensive SAP-led transformation.
- Infosys CaPSule for high quality compliant processes to be deployed over close to 1 year.

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com